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NEW QUESTION: 1
In which of the team development stages are the teams
interdependent and work through issues smoothly and
effectively?
A. Norming
B. Storming
C. Performing
D. Forming
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following ban list entry is displayed through the CLI.
get user ban list id cause src-ip-addr dst-ip-addr expires
created 531 protect_client 10.177.0.21 207.1.17.1 indefinite
Wed Dec 24 :21:33 2008
Based on this command output, which of the following statements
is correct?
A. The administrator has specified the Attack and Victim
Address method for the quarantine.
B. A DLP rule has been matched.
C. This diagnostic entry results from the administrator running
the diag ips log test command. This command has no effect on
traffic.
D. An attack has been repeated more than once during the
holddown period; the expiry time has been reset to indefinite.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing a serverless application with Oracle
Functions. You have created a function in compartment named
prod. When you try to invoke your function you get the
following error.
How can you resolve this error?
A. Deleting the function and redeploying it will fix the
problem
B. Create a policy:
Allow function-family to use virtual-network-family in
compartment prod
C. Create a policy:
Allow any-user to manage function-family and
virtual-network-family in compartment prod
D. Create a policy:
Allow service FaaS to use virtual-network-family in compartment
prod
Answer: C
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